IMI ranks 18th in the list of top 50 EMS providers in the world by the Manufacturing Market Insider, based on 2017 revenues.

TECHNICAL EXPERTISE

IMI offers partners a one-stop shop for design and manufacturing requirements.

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power Devices</th>
<th>SMT/Box Build</th>
<th>System Build</th>
<th>Captive Lines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- SMT Assembly
- Motorcycle Manufacturing Assembly
- Test Systems
PLATFOM DEVELOPMENT

Camera and Imaging Systems

Motor Drive (Automotive)

AREAS OF EXPERTISE

Lighting Systems

Power Modules

Technology group includes:

- Design & Development
- Advanced Manufacturing Engineering
- Test & Systems Development and Automation
- Analytical Testing and Calibration (ATC) Laboratory

SHORT-RANGE WIRELESS

HMI* and Embedded Systems

*HMI: Human Machine Interface

KEY CERTIFICATIONS

- IATF 16949
- ISO 26262
- ISO 17025
- ISO 13485

SYSTEM INTEGRATION / AUTOMATION

FAILURE ANALYSIS

POWER MODULE ASSEMBLY
OUR GLOBAL MANUFACTURING FOOTPRINT

From our 21 manufacturing plants in ten countries — Bulgaria, China, Czech Republic, Germany, Japan, Mexico, the Philippines, Serbia, the United Kingdom, and the United States — we provide engineering, manufacturing, and support and fulfillment capabilities to diverse industries globally.

A vertically integrated company providing end-to-end services.

Total manufacturing space of +409,000m² in 21 manufacturing sites across 10 countries

132 SMT lines globally

AUTOMOTIVE  INDUSTRIAL  AEROSPACE  OTHER MARKETS
Integrated Micro-Electronics, Inc. (IMI) is committed to delivering global manufacturing solutions, including innovative electronics manufacturing services (EMS) and power semiconductor assembly and test services (SATS), primarily serving original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) for diversified markets such as those in the automotive, industrial, aerospace and other industries.

IMI, a global manufacturing solutions expert, is the manufacturing arm of AC Industrial Technology Holdings Inc. (AC Industrials), a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Ayala Corporation.

Ayala Corporation is the holding company of one of the oldest and largest business groups in the Philippines.

In the automotive market, IMI is now the 5th largest EMS provider in the world per New Venture Research based on 2017 revenues.